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Abstract 
 

Inertial navigation system (INS) is a self-contained navigation technique. Its main purpose 

is to determinate the position and the trajectory of the object´s movement in space. This 

technique is well represented not only as a supplementary method (GPS/INS integrated 

system) but as an autonomous system for navigation of vehicles and pedestrians, also. The 

aim of this paper is to design a test for low-cost inertial measurement units. The test results 

give us information about accuracy, which determine the possible use in indoor navigation or 

other applications. There are described some methods for processing the data obtained by 

inertial measurement units, which remove noise and improve accuracy of position and 

orientation. 
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1 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 

 

Inertial measurement unit (IMU) is a complete three dimensional dead reckoning 

navigation system. It includes a set of inertial sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and 

magnetometers (for absolute orientation). These sensors are comprised to one orthogonal 

system, which is known as body frame. Outputs of the gyroscope are angular rates, which are 

used for calculating attitude and outputs of the accelerometers are accelerations, which are 

used for the position determination (Groves, 2008). 

 

 
Figure 1 Body frame of inertial measurement unit 
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A gyroscope is an inertial sensor for measuring angular rate. For the strapdown IMU, three 

main types of gyroscopes are used, such as spinning mass gyroscope, optical gyroscope and 

vibratory gyroscope. Spinning mass gyroscope works on principle of conversation of angular 

momentum. Optical gyroscopes work on principle of Sagnac effect. Vibratory gyroscope 

operates on the principle of detecting Coriolis acceleration of vibrating element, when 

gyroscope is rotating (Titterton, 2004). 

Accelerometer is based on the second Newton´s law of motion to measure acceleration  

by the measuring force F, with the scaling constant m called proof mass (Titterton, 2004). 

         (1) 

For the strapdown systems the pendulous accelerometer and the vibrating-beam 

accelerometer are used.  Pendulous accelerometer has proof mass, which is attached to a 

hinge, which deflects when acceleration occurs. Vibrating-beam accelerometer uses the 

piezoelectric effect. There is a pair of the quartz crystal beams mounted symmetrically. Each 

of beam vibrates on own resonant frequency. When the acceleration is induced along the 

sensitive axis, one beam is compressed while the other is stretched or tensioned. Acceleration 

is measured as difference in frequency.  

Magnetometer sensors works on the principle of   Hall effect (Titterton, 2004). These 

sensors transform magnetic field to output voltage difference. 

Accelerometer and gyroscope for the low-cost IMU are manufactured as micro-electro-

mechanical sensors MEMS. MEMS are relatively small structures, which are manufactured 

using silicon or quartz. The advantages of MEMS sensors are small size, low weight, rugged 

construction, low power consumption, short start-up time, high reliability, low maintenance 

and compatibility with operation in hostile environments (Farrel, 2008). 

Currently, inertial measurement units have number of significant applications in surveying. 

IMU are used as a complementary method for navigation using GNSS, where the 

measurements made by inertial navigation system INS are used to interpolate the trajectory 

determined by using GNSS. Integrated GNSS / INS system is benefiting from the INS 

advantages such as high data rate and good short-term accuracy. IMU is often used for 

navigation of vehicles or pedestrian in indoor and outdoor environment. 

 

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DATA PROCESSING 

 

Main aim of the navigation solution for a moving object (pedestrian or machine) is to 

determine its current position, velocity and orientation in reference coordinate system. In the 

following part of paper is described data processing of inertial measurements.  

2.1 POSITION DETERMINATION FOR A MOVING OBJECT 

 

This process can be divided into four steps. These are the attitude update, the 

transformation of specific force resolving axes, the velocity update and the position update. 

Approach of the processing of inertial measurements is shown in flowchart in figure 2. 

The first step is numerical integration for the Euler angles (roll φ, pitch θ and yaw ψ) 
calculation from an angular rate, what is an output of gyroscopes. In the second step Euler 

angles are used to transform the acceleration  from body frame to acceleration  in 

navigation frame. The body frame changes its orientation in space with respect to a fixed 

navigation frame. Then we remove the force of gravity from the transformed acceleration.  

        (2) 
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       (3) 

where:  R  - current rotation matrix, 

             g   - local gravity in yaw direction (9,80665 m/s
2
). 

The next step is numerical integration of acceleration  and get the velocity v. After second 

we use second numerical integration to calculate the position from velocity.  

          (4) 

where:  – is current position, 

             – is previous position, 

             – is current acceleration in navigation frame, 

             – is current velocity, 

             t – epoch of measurement. 

The mathematical model mentioned above is often called as dead-reckoning algorithm 

(Foxlin, 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Flowchart of processing with inertial measurements 

2.2 METHODS FOR IMPROVING POSITION AND ORIENTATION ACCURACY 

 

The disadvantage of the low-cost IMUs is low accuracy of the position determination that 

decreases with time of navigation. Low accuracy is caused by sensor errors that are cumulated 

by integration process. 

There are numbers of methods, which could help improve accuracy such as: 

· Allan variance method (El-Sheimy, 2008), 

· Zero-velocity-update algorithm ZUPT used for foot mounted navigation (Colomar, 

2012), 

· additional sensors: RFID, GPS, compass (Ruiz, 2010), 

· specific information, which is obtained from maps: coordinates of door, direction of 

corridor and other (Jiménez, 2011). 

 

In these methods for purpose of suppression of noise components in the signal during the 

data processing the Kalman filter is often used (Groves, 2008). 
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3 IMU TESTING FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF MOVEMENT  

WITH ACCURACY VERIFICATION  

 

The application of sensors is strongly influenced by their accuracy, whereby the IMUs can 

be divided into several groups. The presented test concerns with testing low-cost IMUs, which 

due to low production costs, have lower accuracy compared to the IMUs designed for tactical 

applications. The designed tests are focused on the accuracy of the positioning using low-cost 

IMUs based on motion along a defined trajectory. Since the IMUs accuracy decreases with 

time of navigation, short-term linear movement will be performed. Further advanced 

movements of variable speed and orientation of motion (movement of pedestrians in the 

building) and also motion of IMU on testing cart (no vibrations with high amplitude caused 

by holding the IMUs in the hands of the pedestrian) can be used. Based on the proposed test 

two low-cost sensors (iNEMO STEVAL V2 MKI062V2 and IMU EEaS) will be tested. 

The first test will be simulated simple and short-time movement of pedestrian. Tested 

IMUs will be positioned on the pedestrian´s hand. There will be realized straight movement of 

testing device between points with known position (e.g. surveying pillars). Aim of the first 

test is testing of the accuracy of the IMUs in short-time term. 

 

  
Figure 3 Tested devices: iNEMO STEVAL V2 MKI062V2 (left) and IMU EEaS (right) 

 

In second test there will be simulated long-term advanced movement (standard pedestrian 

movement with random changes of acceleration and orientation). IMUs will be placed on the 

pedestrian´s foot and pedestrian´s hand. The aim of the second experiment is testing IMUs for 

indoor application, where the movement of pedestrians is more difficult (random changes of 

acceleration and orientation) and the inaccuracy grows with the traveled distance. Trajectory 

of movement will be limited by floor plan, where coordinated of passages (doors – red circle 

in Fig. 4) are known. 

 

 
Figure 4 Fix points as specific information in floor plan  

In the third test IMUs will be placed on testing cart fig. 4. The purpose of this test is 

simulation of machine movement, where there are no vibrations with high amplitude caused 
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by holding the IMUs in the hands of the pedestrian and the movement of the cart is more-les 

straight. 

 

 
Figure 5 IMU EEaS placed on cart  

4 DESIGN OF DATA PROCESSING 

 

There will be used dead reckoning algorithm (chapter 3.1) to calculate position, velocity 

and attitude from output of IMUs. Unfortunately, there are errors in accelerometer and 

gyroscope measurements, which are cumulated in integration process. Random accelerometer 

and gyro noise have cumulative effect too. These facts cause, that the accuracy of the 

trajectory decrease significantly over the time. 

An important part of the data processing will be the suppressing of the noise in the 

measurements. Before the integration process low pass filter will be used to suppress high-

frequency components which contains the noise. Next step will be integration using Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT). FFT allows transform of the measured signal from time domain to 

frequency domain. In frequency domain noise frequencies will be removed and after that 

inverse FFT will be used to convert signal back to the time domain. Then there will be used 

double numerical integration to calculate position from signal without noise (Slifka, 2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Scheme of integration with using Fast Fourier Transform 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper describes exploitation of low-cost inertial measurement units for indoor 

applications. The main aim of the paper is to design test of IMUs for different types of 

movements (short-term linear movement, advanced long-term movement and movement on 

the testing cart), which represent typical situations in indoor navigation. The results of 

experiments give information about accuracy of tested IMUs, which is limiting factor for their 

possible application in pedestrian navigation, navigation of machines in buildings, etc. 
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The paper also describes the data processing and methods, which could help to improve the 

accuracy of position and orientation. 

In future work we will test two IMUs (iNEMO STEVAL V2 MKI062V2 and IMU EEaS), 

where will use proposed test. Test result give informations about possibility of using tested 

IMUs in indoor navigation.  
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